Some Subway ‘Footlong’ subs don’t measure up
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INCH PINCH: This Subway Footlong is a mere 11 inches.
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They deserve a knuckle sandwich.

INCH PINCH: This Subway Footlong is a mere 11 inches. ( )

Stingy Subway sandwich honchos are shorting customers by serving 11-inch “Footlong” subs, hungry New Yorkers say.

The Post discovered that the city’s lunchtime crowds are getting short-changed after a muckraking Australian revealed the company’s famous “Five-dollar Footlongs” were smaller than advertised.

Four out of seven Footlongs — purchased at Subway locations in Manhattan, Brooklyn and Queens — measured only 11 or 11.5 inches, according to the test.

And that’s not the only corner Subway is cutting — the shops have sliced their cold-cut sizes by 25 percent in the past few months, a Manhattan franchise owner told The Post.

“The distributor has increased the food cost on the individual owners by 4 to 5 percent every year and provided the owners with less food,” the owner explained.

Smaller heroes and less meat have fired up loyal regulars — who now have a different kind of beef.

“They’re cheating us!” said 32-year-old Juan Rivera, who runs a hardware shop in Brooklyn Heights.

He eats Subway every other day with his father — but now he feels betrayed.

“That’s foul and misleading. They state it’s a foot long, so it should be a foot long!”

His regular Subway shop in Brooklyn Heights — on Montague and Henry streets — sold The Post a $6.75 “Italian BMT” that measured only 11 inches.
And those extra few bites can really add up.

If you buy a $7 “footlong” every other day for a year, an axed extra inch adds up to a loss of roughly $100.

Others at the Brooklyn Heights outpost were more concerned with waistlines than bottom lines.

“It’s probably good that it’s not a whole foot long — I don’t think anybody needs a full foot-long sandwich,” sniffed Margaret Zakhary, 30.

A meatball sub and an “oven-roasted” chicken sub from two shops on the Lower East Side measured in at 11.5 inches. So did a “Cold Cut Combo” from Long Island City.

The lunch drama came after Australian Matt Corby posted a photo of a turkey sub next to measuring tape on the company’s Facebook Page on Tuesday.

Corby’s photo — showing the sandwich at 11 inches — went viral, garnering more than 118,000 “likes” in just 24 hours.

Some defended the “shrinking,” saying toasted subs come out shorter — but The Post’s analysis didn’t bear that out.

Subway Spokesman Les Winograd said the photo “doesn’t meet our standards.”

“We always strive for our customers to have the most positive experience possible,” he added.